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Good morning good night photo video

Is it better to stretch before or after a workout? We all have our daily habits ranging from how many times we hit the snooze button, whether we shower in the morning or at night. We're not here to tell you how to live your life, but there is some surprising science behind the time of day it's best to suds up and get squeaky clean. Check it out
and then select the time that works for you or shower twice because dang it if we can't have it all. Morning GloryShare on PinterestJa you get a tough week ahead at work and really want to take your creative best, showering in the morning is the way to go, says Shelley Carson, Ph.D., psychology lecturer at Harvard University. Logic
traces back to something psychologists call incubation period- time between poses a problem and having that aha moment. If you had to come up with a problem that you wanted to solve creatively, and you were working and working on it, and couldn't come up with a solution, then you could put it back on the burner in your mind and let it
stew there, but the unconscious processes mull it over, Carson says. These processes work best in the shower because it's a place where you're into a relaxed but still alert alpha brain wave state, Carson explains. It is the same kind of public enter while meditating or following aerobic activity. When you're alpha (unlike beta, a state where
you're really focusing on the issue), your cognitive processes relax, rejuvenate and rejuvenate, allowing top-notch ideas to effortlessly bubble to the surface. And like a slow cooker meal at the end of the day, these ideas are often exactly what you've been waiting for. Write down your eurekas when they hit-yes, someone actually invented
waterproof notepads and got into the job of firing on all the balloons. Taking a shower in the morning is another benefit to self-adopting zombies that get a little clumsy with a razor: Our bodies have an increase in clot forming platelets from 6 a.m at noon, which means that if you knick yourself, bleeding should stop soon. Concomitant
increase in platelet aggregability and risk of myocardial infarction and sudden cardiac death. Tofler GH, Brezinski D, Schafer AI. New England journal medicine, 1987, Jun.; 316(24):0028-4793. Mechanisms that are basically in the morning increase in platelet aggregation: flow cytometry study. Andrews NP, Gralnick HR, Merryman P.
Journal of the American College of Cardiology, 1997, Jan.; 28 (7): 0735-1097.Suds Yourself Sleepy On the other hand, if you always find yourself awake and energy past bedtime, a night shower is the way to go, says Christopher Winter, M.D., a fellow at the American Academy of Sleep Medicine and medical director of the Sleep Center
at Martha Jefferson Hospital.It all have to do with your body temperature, which rises with warm water and then drops when you dry. That quick cooling after getting out of the shower or out of the bath tends to be a natural sleep Winter says. So it's a nice way to fool your body into thinking it's time to go to sleep. Plus relaxing showers tend
to reduce cortisol levels (with good bye stress), which makes it easier to catch some zzzs, Winter says. Even if you sleep as a child, you might want to choose a night shower to keep your skin clean, says Bethanee Schlosser, M.D., Ph.D, assistant professor of dermatology and director of the Women's Skin Health Program at Northwest
Medicine. We're not just talking about the days you sweat it out. Dirt and oil coming from environmental pollutants (such as lovely dirt you come into contact with the subway) can clog your pores if you don't shower before hitting the wall. And since your facial oil production hits its peak around 1p.m., you might be more prone to acne flare-
ups if you don't wash off before going to bed, Schlosser says. Oil production is usually minimal in the middle of the night, unless you're a sweaty sleeper, in which case wash the sweat off your face in the morning and start fresh. TakeawayE you get a brain buster on your hands, the morning shower is the perfect time to work it out,
assuming you can space out long enough to let the incubation happen. Have problems with acne or finding elusive procrastination? Let the warm water wash off the irritating oil (with the help of a little soap), melt away your cortisol, and ready you for a peaceful night's sleep. But of course things are not always so cut and dry (or humid if
you catch our drift). Showers at any time can cause that defocused incubation state, Carson says, so night showers (or even noon ones if your office is truly a New Age) can also draw their best ideas. Don't have time to shower your lunch break to get these ideas flowing? Take a walk instead. In Manhattan, there's this saying that you're
not a real New York state until you stay on Friday, but it's totally down to party at your hardest Monday. Whether you live in this crazy city or not, after one thing to do in the morning, if you are hungover means that you can at least look like you don't have to stay until 4.m. on a working night! Unfortunately, though, I can't determine how
dead you feel inside. The key to not looking hungover after a very, very long night is focused on de-puffing your eyes. According to BuddyMD, your eyes get plingy during a hangover because after your blood alcohol level peaks, the body accounts for dehydration, maintaining as much fluid as possible and causing eye swelling (called
edema). So, strange, pringy eyes are actually a good sign your body is recalibrating. My first oh my God I'm going to die a hangover actually the day before college graduation. Elegant, isn't it? My friends kept buying me shots of tequila to celebrate turning my final paper, and I definitely had one too many. Beyond the clever advice of an
ex-boyfriend to gasb water, three essential strategies below to de-puff my butt (err, face) in time to go around the scene. If I could survive, Green Tea BagsPlace dipped and cool green tea bag over each eye. Antioxidants and caffeine combined with coolness will help reduce edema quickly.2. Instant De-Puffing Roll On Gel (De-Puffing
Gel, $16, Sephora) This Gel Saved Me Graduation Day! It features Cyathea Cumingii Extract, which provides an instant smoothing effect and forms an elastic film on the surface of the skin to enhance skin relief. 3. Frozen SpoonsByrdie recommends leaving two spoons in the freezer for those hangover mornings. Rinse them with cool
water and then place directly on the eyelids for a few minutes, and you should notice less pwollenness. Image Credit: Andres Rodriguez, Andrew Gustar/Flickr; Courtesy brand Source: National Eye Institute Calendar Exam Find Eye Doctor Do you have a school, work, or play blame, late nights where you realize the sun suddenly comes
up is more or less inevitable. Beyond drinking all the coffee, there is one thing to do in the morning if you don't get a sleep look more refreshed and face the day. The only thing you really want to achieve is brightening your eyes, and below are my three quick and favorite ways to do it. You might consider three of them one step options,
but if you have time, going forward and doing all three quick steps will give you the best results! As someone with a double great in college who is now juggling three jobs, I assure you I have pulled a lot of late nighters who needed some masterful makeup the next morning. Life is short and the night is long, so I say VIVA LA ALL
NIGHTERS while you take care of yourself and are coming to bed at some point! Although I did get a few hours of sleep last night, brightening my eyes up is always my number one beauty morning strategy regardless. Please enjoy my wild hair and makeup-free #IWokeupLikeThis in these pictures.1. Apply ConcealerJa you one thing, let
it touch the concealer under the eyes. Instead of just opening up, framing your nose and using points will lead to better, more natural looking coverage. Your final result should look something like: Jane Iredale Circle Deleting Concealer, $30, Check It Out2. Use Marker ShadowJa getting rid of the circles under your eyes is not your biggest
concern, popping a light shadow just below your forehead and on the inner corners of your lids will help open your eyes more and make you look less sleepy no matter how you feel from the inside. RevitaLash Spotlight Highlighting Pencil, $24, Check It Out3. Swipe Of Mascara Good solo chance to look awake super fast is just a bit
mascara. Just don't have to tingle it when you log in! Tarte Cosmetics 4-in-1 Mascara, $21, Check It OutWhether you have time for all three steps or just one, it's my standard morning routine (plus sunscreen!), and as you can see, it totally helps me look a little more awake, no matter how sleepy I feel from the inside. Image Credit:
Author's Own Urban Outfitters We want more energy during the day and restful sleep at night. This is much easier said than done, though, because there are so many factors that come into play, including your routine, exercise, stress levels, diet, and caffeine intake. Believe us, we know the struggle. We are not immune to ordering
grande coffee from Starbucks during the 3p.m slump and then getting edgy and unfocused soon after. This leads to a 7.m-old nap, which leads to being extensively awake before bedtime, which leads to fatigue in the morning. Basically, we're saying we know how easy it is to throw your circadian rhythm off the crater. Taking care of your
mind and body is the first step in performing your daily productivity (and nighttime sleep) goals. But according to an article from Inc., there's a simple trick you can do every morning to help balance your day. Read on to find out what it is. Williams Sonoma Newgate Charlie Bell Alarm Clock $30 Shop It turns out that balancing your
circadian rhythm, or your natural wake and sleep cycle, can be as easy as opening your bedroom shades. Seriously, according to Inc., exposing yourself to sunlight as soon as possible after waking up in the morning, sends favorable signals to your body. It all goes back to the naturally occuring hormones found in your body. Melatonin is
designed to peak at night because it is a hormone that promotes sleep. Cortisol, on the other hand, is supposed to reach peak levels in the morning because it is a hormone that makes your body and brain alert. Obviously, the problem with your energy, productivity and sleep occurs when these hormones become present at the wrong
time. Fortunately, it can be easily detected by exposing yourself to light and dark environments. Bright light reduces melatonin. So if you look at your phone or computer until you lie down at night, you'll effectively deter your brain from sleeping. (So be sure to turn off the electronics before going to bed, and read a good book or do a
soothing yoga flow instead). If you expose yourself to bright light in the morning, though, it promotes cortisol production, which makes you alert. (They note that cortisol is given to a bad rep because of its link to stress, but a small amount of cortisol in the morning is useful, not harmful). So you have it. When you wake up in the morning,
open your shades, go for a quick walk, or sit outside. Sunlight will make you more alert and productive during the day, discouraging the slumps of fatigue. Plus it increases serotonin, another hormone that is the precursor of melatonin you need to sleep, later. Head over to Inc. to read the full article. Now that you know how to fall asleep
easier, read along how to stop from waking up in the middle of the night. Night.
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